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Internet Fixer Is Here.Striking a balance between short-term and long-term gain
Japan’s government is floating in its first major currency crisis in nearly a

decade. Its currency, the yen, has plunged more than 10 per cent against the
dollar and key European currencies, and Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s attempts
to revive the stalled economy have become harder to carry out. After a near-

decade of stability, the value of the yen is now again moving rapidly. Japanese
banks borrowed tens of billions of dollars to fund their purchases of hard assets,

including farm land, in a spree that lasted until October and had previously
been financed by the central bank. As the tumbling value of the yen wipes out
those assets, bank borrowings have become harder to service and lenders face
losses of tens of billions of dollars. With a stock market hit by those worries, it’s
a perfect storm for the central bank to use its independence. So far, the Bank of

Japan has sought to buy back yen by selling bonds to refinance loans that its
bond purchases had been used to fund. The strategy has kept the yen at around
the 121-to-a-dollar level, but that hasn’t stopped the price from falling. The aim,
therefore, is to create a buffer against future sell-offs and losses in the value of
Japanese assets, by supporting the yen at around the 121 per dollar level. To be
clear, the yen’s current level is not the target. The aim is to keep its value from

falling to below the level set in the early 1980s, when it was pegged to the
dollar at ¥110. It’s not that far-fetched. The Bank of Japan’s bold bond-buying

program, and the central bank’s record-low interest-rate policy aimed at
revitalizing Japan’s economy, has brought the yen’s value to a level last seen in

the early 1980s. Its value then – with an exchange rate of ¥110 per dollar –
helped keep the purchasing power of Japanese households and companies at a

relatively high level. And the Bank of Japan’s 6d1f23a050
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